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Investigation of the dynamical slowing down
process in soft glassy colloidal suspensions:
comparisons with supercooled liquids†
Debasish Saha,a Yogesh M. Joshib and Ranjini Bandyopadhyay*a
The primary and secondary relaxation timescales of aging colloidal suspensions of Laponite are estimated
from intensity autocorrelation functions obtained in dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments. The
dynamical slowing down of these relaxation processes are compared with observations in fragile
supercooled liquids by establishing a one-to-one mapping between the waiting time since ﬁltration of a
Laponite suspension and the inverse of the temperature of a supercooled liquid that is rapidly quenched
towards its glass transition temperature. New timescales associated with primary and secondary
relaxation processes, such as the characteristic timescale associated with the slowdown of the
secondary relaxation process and the glass transition time, are extracted to describe the phenomenon of
dynamical arrest in Laponite suspensions. In results that are strongly reminiscent of those extracted from
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supercooled liquids approaching their glass transitions, it is demonstrated that a strong coupling exists
between the primary and secondary relaxation processes of aging Laponite suspensions in the cage-
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forming regime. Furthermore, the experimental data presented here clearly demonstrate the self-similar
nature of the aging dynamics of Laponite suspensions within a range of sample concentrations.
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Introduction

Relaxation processes in supercooled liquids are characterised
by two-step decays.1 The faster (b) decay corresponds to the
rattling of the particle within a cage formed by its neighbours,
while the slower (a) decay corresponds to its cooperative diﬀusive dynamics between cages. The transport properties (i.e.
viscosity, diﬀusivity etc.) and the relaxation timescales of a glass
former change sharply as the glass transition is approached.2
The primary or the a-relaxation time becomes increasingly slow
and diverges in the vicinity of the glass transition. The dependence of this relaxation time on temperature in a strong glass
former is nearly Arrhenius and the degree of deviation from
Arrhenius behaviour is measured as ‘fragility’. For fragile glass
formers, the a-relaxation time shows a Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) dependence on temperature (T), with the fragility
index depending solely on the material.3 The density of potential energy minima of the congurational states in the potential
energy landscape determines the strong or fragile behaviors of
supercooled liquids.4 Strong glasses have a lower density of
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minima and their entropy increases slowly with decreasing
temperature, thereby resulting in nearly Arrhenius behavior.5 In
contrast, fragile glasses have a larger density of minima which
causes super-Arrhenius behavior of the a-relaxation. Other
secondary relaxation processes also simultaneously take place
in the same temperature range. In supercooled liquids and
molecular glasses, one of them is the Johari–Goldstein (JG) brelaxation process,6–9 which is the slowest of the secondary
relaxation processes and is strongly coupled with the a-relaxation process.10–12
In the last two decades, colloidal glasses have emerged as
excellent model candidates for the study of glasses and glass
formers. While supercooled liquids can be driven towards their
glass transition by rapidly quenching their temperatures, the
glass transition in colloidal suspensions can be achieved by
increasing the volume fraction f. For a colloidal suspension of
hard spheres, increasing f towards a glass transition volume
fraction fg plays the same role as supercooling a liquid towards
its glass transition temperature Tg.13,14
In recent years, colloidal glasses formed by the synthetic clay
Laponite have been studied extensively.15–24 Interestingly, aging
Laponite suspensions show many similarities with supercooled
liquids and molecular glasses. These include the observation of
well-separated fast and slow timescales,25 the absence of thermorheological simplicity,26,27 asymmetry in structural recovery
following a step temperature change,28,29 probe size-dependent
diﬀusion30 and the presence of more complex phenomena such
as overaging.31,32 Laponite particles are monodisperse discs of
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diameter 25 nm and width 1 nm. In an aqueous medium, the
dissociation of Na+ ions from the Laponite platelet results in
negatively charged faces, while the edge of the platelet acquires
a charge that depends on the pH of the medium. At a pH of 10,
the edge of the Laponite platelet is estimated to have a weak
positive charge.33 Overall, in an aqueous medium, Laponite
particles interact via face-to-face, long range repulsions and edgeto-face, short range attractions.21 Remarkably, for f > 0.004, their
aqueous suspensions undergo ergodicity breaking over a duration of days, with the free-owing liquid getting transformed into
a so solid phase that can support its own weight.
Ruzicka et al. report the existence of two diﬀerent concentration-dependent routes as Laponite clay suspensions
approach the arrested state.16 They claim that at high clay
concentrations, the system forms a repulsive Wigner glass
whose elementary units are single Laponite platelets, while at
low clay concentrations (1.0 wt% < Cw < 2.0 wt%), clusters of
Laponite platelets form an attractive gel. Interestingly, recent
work on this subject suggests that the inuence of attractive
interactions cannot be ruled out even at high Laponite concentrations.22,34 Laponite suspensions also show very interesting
phase behavior as the salt concentration is varied.35,36 A gel or a
glass state, and a nematic gel state are observed at a low salt
concentration as the clay concentration is increased. At very high
ionic strengths, there is phase separation.37 Recent experimental
observations and simulations in the gel state show that for very
high waiting times, suspensions at weight concentrations Cw #
1.0 wt% phase separate in the absence of salt into clay-rich and
clay-poor phases, while suspensions at concentrations 1.0 wt% <
Cw < 2.0 wt% do not phase separate, giving rise to a true equilibrium gel obtained from an empty liquid.38
The ergodic-to-nonergodic transition is observed in colloidal
Wigner glasses and is discussed in detail by Tanaka et al.21 in
the context of aging dynamics of Laponite suspensions. Two
very distinct regimes of temporal change of sa (a-relaxation
time) are observed by the authors. The initial regime, when the
system is ergodic and sa increases exponentially with waiting
time, is called the ‘cage-forming’ regime, while the later stage,
where sa increases linearly with waiting time, is called the ‘fullaging’ regime. In the cage-forming regime, the eﬀective volume
increases with waiting time. The system gradually approaches a
glass transition and nally enters the nonergodic full-aging
regime. It should be noted that the aging dynamics of Laponite
suspensions in the ergodic cage-forming regime is totally
diﬀerent from the aging of supercooled liquids just below the
glass transition temperature.
In an aging Laponite clay suspension, the eﬀective volume
fraction changes spontaneously and continuously with waiting
time due to the exfoliation of Laponite particles from Laponite
tactoids39 and by the simultaneous spontaneous evolution of
inter-particle electrostatic interactions.18,22,40 In this work, we
perform dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments to measure
the time-evolution of the primary and secondary relaxation
processes of aging Laponite suspensions in the ergodic cageforming regime. We use our data to establish connections
between aging Laponite suspensions undergoing dynamical
arrest and fragile supercooled liquids approaching their glass
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transitions. We show here that increasing the waiting time tw of
aging Laponite suspensions is equivalent to decreasing the
thermodynamic temperature T of supercooled liquids. While
the Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) functional form (with 1/T
mapped with sample age tw) was demonstrated to work for the
slower a-relaxation timescale of aging Laponite suspensions,16
we show here that b-relaxation follows an Arrhenius form (with
1/T also mapped with sample age tw) as expected for supercooled liquids.9,41 A correspondence between temperature (T)
and the waiting time since sample preparation (tw) was reported
in numerical studies of physical and chemical gelation42 and in
Monte Carlo simulations of patchy-particle models of Laponite
discs.38 In a recent work, the role of thermodynamic temperature in the dynamical slowing down process of a colloidal glass
produced by tethering polymers to the surface of inorganic
nanoparticles has been investigated in the context of so glassy
rheology.43
Furthermore, we demonstrate novel analogies between
colloidal glasses of Laponite suspensions and supercooled
liquids. We next extract new timescales (the timescale tN
b
associated with the fast relaxation process and the glass transition time tg) to demonstrate several remarkable similarities
that exist between supercooled liquids and so glassy materials.
We demonstrate a coupling between tN
b and the glass transition
time tg. An analogous coupling between the glass transition
temperature of a supercooled liquid and the activation energy
corresponding to its b-relaxation process has been suggested
and experimentally veried for supercooled liquids,10–12 but has
never been demonstrated in so materials. It has been shown in
the literature that the autocorrelation decay corresponding to
the primary relaxation time can be successfully modeled as a
stretched exponential process.34 We show here that the
stretching exponent b decreases linearly with waiting time. This
observation is analogous to that in fragile supercooled liquids,
where b is seen to decrease linearly with 1/T while approaching
glass transition. This further establishes the soundness of our
mapping between the waiting time of Laponite suspensions and
the inverse of the temperature of supercooled liquids. Our DLS
data provide indirect evidence of an exfoliation process of the
nature seen earlier39 and also demonstrate the self-similar timeevolutions of the fast and slow relaxation times, the stretching
exponents b, and the width and non-Gaussian parameters (a1
and a2) characterizing the distributions of the slow relaxation
time with changing Laponite concentration. Finally, we show
that the fragility index D is concentration-independent and
interpret this result in terms of the self-similar nature of the
intricate potential energy landscape of aging Laponite suspensions approaching the glass transition.

2 Materials, sample preparation and
experimental methods
All the experiments reported in this work are performed with
Laponite RD procured from Southern Clay Products. Before
every experiment, Laponite powder is dried in an oven at 120  C
for at least 16 hours. Appropriate amounts of powder are added
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slowly and carefully to double-distilled and deionized Millipore
water of resistivity 18.2 MU cm. The mixture is stirred vigorously
until it becomes optically clear. The resulting suspension is
ltered using a syringe pump (Fusion 400, Chemyx Inc.) at a
constant ow rate (3.0 ml min1) by passing through a 0.45 mm
Millipore Millex-HV syringe-driven lter unit. The ltered
suspension is loaded and sealed in a cuvette for DLS experiments. Laponite suspensions of concentrations 2.0% w/v, 2.5%
w/v, 3.0% w/v and 3.5% w/v are used in this study. Here, the
concentration (% w/v) is the weight of Laponite in 100 ml of
water. The mechanical properties of all the suspensions evolve
spontaneously with time and exhibit the typical signatures of
so glassy rheology.44
The DLS experiments are performed with a Brookhaven
Instruments Corporation (BIC) BI-200SM spectrometer
equipped with a 150 mW solid state laser (NdYVO4,
Coherent Inc., Spectra Physics) having an emission wavelength
of 532 nm. A refractive index-matching bath lled with
decaline contains the cuvette lled with the sample. To avoid
any kind of disturbance, the sample, once loaded, is not
removed until the end of the experiment. The temperature of
the bath is maintained at 25  C by water circulation with a
temperature controller (Polyscience Digital). A Brookhaven
BI-9000AT Digital Autocorrelator is used to measure the
intensity autocorrelation function of the light scattered from
the samples. The intensity autocorrelation function g(2)(t)
!
2

hIð0ÞIðtÞi
¼ 1 þ Ag ð1Þ ðtÞ ;45 where I(t)
is dened as g ð2Þ ðtÞ ¼
hIð0Þi2
is the intensity at a delay time t, g(1)(t) is the normalized
electric eld autocorrelation function, A is the coherence
factor, and the angular brackets h i represent an average over
time. Experiments were performed at diﬀerent scattering angles
(60 , 75 , 90 , 105 , 120 and 135 ). Data acquired at 90 are
reported in the manuscript. Some representative data, acquired
at 60 , are shown in the ESI.† The duration of data collection is
kept long enough (2–3 minutes) to ensure a large photon
count (>107 counts per run). Details of the data analysis protocols used in this work, for example in the calculations of
the width and non-Gaussian parameters (a1 and a2) characterizing the distributions of the slow relaxation times, are
provided in the ESI.†

3 Results and discussions
The relaxation dynamics of a medium can be analyzed by
monitoring the temporal behavior of the intensity autocorrelation function g(2)(t). In Fig. 1, we plot the normalized intensity
autocorrelation function, C(t) ¼ g(2)(t)  1, for a 3.0% w/v
Laponite suspension as a function of delay time, t, for experiments carried out at diﬀerent waiting times tw since ltration of
the sample. C(t) shows a two-step decay, suggesting the presence of two distinct relaxation timescales. In addition, the decay
in the autocorrelation function slows down progressively as the
sample ages. For a glassy suspension, the two-step decay of C(t)
can be described as a squared sum of an exponential and a
stretched exponential decay given by16
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Fig. 1 The normalized intensity autocorrelation functions C(t) vs. the
delay time t at 25  C and the scattering angle q ¼ 90 for 3.0% w/v
Laponite suspension at several diﬀerent waiting times tw (from left to
right): 0.5 hours (,), 6.0 hours (D), 9.0 hours (P), 12.0 hours (>) and
15.0 hours (9). The solid lines are ﬁts to eqn (1).

C(t) ¼ [a exp{t/s1} + (1  a)exp{(t/sww)b}]2

(1)

The ts to eqn (1) (shown by the solid lines in Fig. 1) describe
the decays of the normalized autocorrelation functions for a
range of waiting times tw and for all the aging Laponite
suspensions studied in this work. The ts are used to estimate
the two relaxation timescales: s1, the fast relaxation timescale
that is associated with the secondary relaxation process, and
sww, the slow timescale that is associated with the primary arelaxation process. In addition, the ts also yield values of the
‘stretching exponent’, b, which is connected to the distribution
of the a-relaxation timescales.
In Fig. 2(a), we plot the evolutions of s1 with increasing tw for
Laponite suspensions of diﬀerent concentrations. Interestingly,
s1 evolves in two steps. At very small tw, s1 initially decreases
(shown by the shaded portion in Fig. 2(a)) before increasing
rapidly at large tw. In addition, the evolution of s1 shis to
smaller tw with increasing Laponite concentration.
Soon aer mixing dry Laponite powder in water, hydration of
clay takes place and water molecules diﬀuse into the inter-layer
gallery causing the clusters to swell. Filtration of these
suspensions breaks the clusters. Aer ltration, these broken
clusters undergo further fragmentation.46 In both cases, s1 is
expected to decrease until the swelling clusters or the fragmented parts undergo dynamical arrest due to strong interplatelet interactions that evolve spontaneously.39 The waiting
time at which s1 shows a minimum can therefore be considered
as a measure of the time required for the onset of jamming. The
waiting time associated with the minimum, tw,min, decreases
with increase in Laponite concentration (Fig. S1 in ESI†). As the
Laponite concentration increases, the increase in the number of
cage-forming particles can be associated with a decrease in the
free space that is required for cage expansion and swelling of
the clusters. The minimum in s1 (tw,min) therefore shis to
smaller tw with increase in Laponite concentration.
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Fig. 2 (a) The fast relaxation times, s1 vs. waiting time tw for Laponite
samples prepared at 25  C and at concentration 2.0% w/v (,), 2.5%
w/v (B), 3.0% w/v (D) and 3.5% w/v (P). The solid lines show ﬁts to the
modiﬁed Arrhenius functions, s1 ¼ s01exp(tw/tN
b ) (eqn (2)). Data are
shifted vertically for better representation. The shaded portion highlights the initial decrease in s1. (b) The mean a-relaxation times, hswwi
vs. waiting time, tw are plotted for the same samples. The solid lines
show ﬁts to the modiﬁed VFT functions, hswwi ¼ hswwi0exp(Dtw/(tN
a 
tw)) (eqn (3)).

The slow timescale sww is identied with the a-relaxation
process. The average value of sww, hsww i ¼ (sww/b)G(1/b), where
G is the Euler Gamma function.47 In Fig. 2(b), the evolution of
hswwi is plotted as a function of tw for diﬀerent concentrations
of Laponite. In contrast to the initial non-monotonic behavior
of s1, hswwi remains almost constant at small tw. At larger tw,
hswwi shows a sharp increase. Furthermore, the evolution of
hswwi shis to larger tw with decrease in concentration of
Laponite. The stretching exponents b associated with hswwi are
obtained from ts of the data to eqn (1) and are plotted as a
function of tw in Fig. S2 of ESI.† For small values of tw, b is close
to unity. However, with increase in tw, b decreases linearly,
which signies the broadening of the distribution associated
with hswwi. The decrease in b also shis to smaller tw with
increase in the concentration of Laponite.
Because of self-similar curvatures in the evolutions of both s1
(the monotonically increasing parts) and hsww i, the data plotted
in Fig. 2 can be superposed upon horizontal and vertical shiing. This is shown in Fig. 3(a). The corresponding shi factors
(the horizontal shi factors for s1 and hswwi are denoted by tN
b
and tN
a respectively, and the vertical shi factors for s1 and hswwi
are denoted by s10 and hswwi0 respectively) are plotted in
Fig. 3(b). It is observed that hswwi0 (C in Fig. 3(b)) increases with
Laponite concentration. This observation can be explained by
considering that at higher concentrations, the particles are
more easily conned in deep wells and can therefore be kinetically constrained at earlier times. If q0 ¼ 1/tN
a is dened as a rate
at which the system approaches the glass transition, it is seen
from Fig. S3 in the ESI† that q0 increases exponentially with
concentration. This is connected to our observation that
Laponite particles are trapped in progressively deeper energy
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Fig. 3 In (a), superpositions of normalized s1 and normalized hswwi
N
when plotted vs. tw/tN
b and tw/ta , respectively, for 2.0% w/v (,), 2.5%
w/v (B), 3.0% w/v (D) and 3.5% w/v (P) Laponite suspensions. Dashed
and solid lines are ﬁts of normalized s1 and normalized hswwi to the
modiﬁed Arrhenius and modiﬁed VFT functions (eqn (2) and (3))
respectively. In (b), the shift factors are plotted vs. Laponite concenN
tration. The horizontal shift factors tN
b (hours) and ta (hours), corresponding to the fast and slow relaxation processes respectively, are
denoted by D and -, respectively. The vertical shift factors, s01 (ms) and
hswwi0 (ms), are denoted by V and , respectively.

wells as the Laponite concentration is increased. This conrms
that the sluggishness of the a-relaxation process increases with
increasing Laponite concentration. In addition to s1 and sww, b
also shows superposition aer appropriate shiing through a
vertical shi factor (V) obtained as the value of b at tw/tN
a / 0.
This is shown in Fig. 4. The self-similarity and sharp enhancement of s1 and hswwi with increase in tw are reminiscent of the
changes that are observed in the fast (b) and slow (a) timescales
of supercooled liquids that are quenched rapidly towards their
glass transition temperatures Tg.1,41 In supercooled liquids, the
fast relaxation shows an Arrhenius dependence on temperature
T given by s1 ¼ s01exp(E/kBT). Here, s01 is the fast relaxation time
when T / N, E is the depth of the energy well associated with
particle motion within the cage and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. The slow a-relaxation time, which represents the
timescale associated with cage diﬀusion in supercooled liquids,
demonstrates a dependence on temperature T that is given by
the Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) law: hswwi ¼ hswwi0exp(DT0/
(T  T0)). Here, the temperature T0 at which hswwi diverges is
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 3292–3300 | 3295
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Fig. 4 Superposition of the normalized stretching coeﬃcients b when
plotted vs.tw/tN
a for 2.0% w/v (,), 2.5% w/v (+), 3.0% w/v (D) and 3.5%
w/v (V) Laponite suspensions. The straight line is a linear ﬁt. In the inset:
vertical shift factor (V) vs. Laponite concentration.

called the Vogel temperature and D is the fragility of the
material. The Arrhenius equation is, therefore, a special case of
the VFT equation in the limit T0 / 0.48 Clearly, for nonzero
values of T0, the slow timescale hswwi diverges more rapidly than
the fast timescale s1. In Fig. 3(a), we see a very similar situation,
wherein hswwi diverges much more rapidly when compared to
s1. It can therefore be appreciated that the slowdown observed
in aqueous Laponite suspensions is equivalent to that seen in
supercooled liquids, with the inverse of the temperature (1/T) in
the latter case mapped with the waiting time (tw) in the former.
In order to assess the validity of the proposed mapping, we write
a modied Arrhenius equation:
s1 ¼ s01exp(tw/tN
b )

(3)

where tN
a is identied as a Vogel time and hswwi is calculated
from the distribution of slow relaxation times rww(s) which is
obtained by inverting the stretched exponential part of the
autocorrelation decay. The expression for rww(s) is given by,47
 bkþ1
N
sww X
ð1Þk
s
rww ðsÞ ¼  2
(4)
sinðpbkÞGðbk þ 1Þ
sww
ps k¼0 k!
In eqn (2) and (3), the inverse of temperature 1/T in the
Arrhenius and the VFT forms for supercooled liquids is mapped
with tw and 1/T0 is mapped with tN
a . It can be seen in Fig. 2 and 3
that eqn (2) and (3) t the time-evolution of the s1 and hswwi data
extremely well.
It is to be noted that multispeckle autocorrelation decay data
report an initial cage-forming regime followed by a power-law
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E ¼ (kBc1)/tN
b

(5)

N
2
EVFT ¼ (kBc2)[DtN
a /(ta  tw) ]

(6)

and
(2)

here, tN
b is a characteristic timescale associated with the slowdown of the fast relaxation process. Similarly, the modied VFT
equation for the mean a-relaxation time is written as:
hswwi ¼ hswwi0exp(Dtw/(tN
a  tw)),

full-aging regime.18,49 While multispeckle spectroscopy probes
the ballistic dynamics of Laponite particle rearrangements over
longer timescales (103 to 105 s), the DLS data presented here
probe the diﬀusive particle dynamics at much smaller timescales (105 to 1 s). The robustness of the VFT-type tting is
evident from Fig. 2(b) and S4 of the ESI† and conrms recent
reports.16,35 DLS is therefore a more suitable technique than
multispeckle to estimate the faster relaxation times (105 to 1 s)
of Laponite suspensions in the ergodic cage-forming regime. In
the present work, a linear or power-law dependence of the slow
relaxation time on the suspension waiting time, such as those
seen in earlier reports using multispeckle techniques,18,49 is
absent. We note here that while we have restricted our observations to the ergodic cage-forming regime only, i.e. to a regime
in which the autocorrelation functions decay fully and Na+ ion
concentration increases with waiting time (Fig. S5 in the ESI†),
the multispeckle data reported earlier predominantly probed
the ballistic dynamics in the full-aging regime.
In an activated process, the dependence of a characteristic
timescale on temperature is used to calculate the activation
energy associated with that relaxation phenomenon. For an
Arrhenius relaxation process represented by s1 ¼ s01exp(E/kBT), E
is the activation energy and kB is the Boltzmann constant. For a
VFT relaxation process described by hswwi ¼ hswwi0exp(DT0/(T 
T0)), the apparent activation energy is given by: EVFT ¼ kBDT0T2/
(T  T0)2.22,50 The activation energies associated with the
modied Arrhenius and VFT processes in aging Laponite
suspensions can be estimated by comparing with the corresponding relations for a supercooled liquid, with 1/T mapped
with tw and 1/T0 with tN
a . These calculations, the details of which
are supplied in the ESI,† yield the following results:

here, eqn (5) represents activation energy (E) associated with s1,
while eqn (6) represents the apparent activation energy (EVFT)
associated with hswwi. In these equations, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, D is the fragility parameter, and c1 and c2 are
constants with dimensions [time]  [temperature]. It can be
seen in the inset of Fig. S6 of the ESI† that the activation energy
E associated with s1 is independent of tw and shows a power-law
dependence on concentration of Laponite c (E f c5.70.3). EVFT
associated with hswwi, on the other hand, remains constant at
small tw(tN
a ), but shows a strong dependence on tw for large tw
(Fig. S6 of the ESI†). In addition, EVFT shis to smaller waiting
times with increase in concentration of Laponite. This agrees
with our earlier results that Laponite suspensions of higher
concentrations are driven faster towards an arrested state.
Furthermore, our data imply that the evolution of the potential
energy landscape with increasing tw is governed only by the arelaxation process. The self-similar nature of EVFT with changes
in Laponite concentration is apparent when the data are scaled
appropriately (Fig. 5(a)). The same horizontal shi factor tN
a ,
used earlier to superpose the hswwi data, is also used here.
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(a). Superposition of the normalized apparent activation energies (EVFT) associated with the a-relaxation processes as a function of (tw/tN
a )
for 2.0% w/v (,), 2.5% w/v (B), 3.0% w/v (D) and 3.5% w/v (P) Laponite suspensions. Inset shows the horizontal (tN
a denoted by ,) and vertical
(V0 denoted by B) shift factors vs. Laponite concentration. (b) Angell plot for 2.0% w/v (,), 2.5% w/v (B), 3.0% w/v (D) and 3.5% w/v (P) Laponite
suspensions. The dashed diagonal straight line is the Angell plot for strong supercooled liquids, while the dotted curve is for a fragile glass former.
In the inset, fragility index (D) is plotted vs. concentration of Laponite suspensions.
Fig. 5

Following the denition proposed by Angell for supercooled
liquids, we dene the glass transition time tg as the time since
sample preparation at which hswwi ¼ 100 seconds for each
Laponite concentration.3 The Angell plot corresponding to the
a-process of Laponite suspensions is shown in Fig. 5(b).
Our data show the same behaviour expected for fragile supercooled liquids (shown by the dotted line, where 1/T is
mapped with tw as discussed in eqn (2) and (3)). The straight
dashed line corresponds to strong glass formers for which
the a-relaxation timescale shows Arrhenius behavior. We
identify the constant parameter D in eqn (3) as the fragility
index.3,51,52 It is observed that the value of D remains almost
constant over the Laponite concentration range explored here
(inset of Fig. 5(b)). It has been pointed out that caged particles
can get trapped in deeper energy wells with increase in the
concentration of a glass former.53 However, our observation that
D is independent of Laponite concentration suggests that the
overall topology of the potential energy landscape of aging
Laponite suspensions remains unchanged even when Laponite
concentration is changed.41
The simultaneous enhancements of the fast and slow timescales at high tw suggest the possibility that both these
processes are strongly correlated with each other. In Fig. 6, the
timescale tN
b associated with the fast relaxation process and
obtained from ts to eqn (2) is plotted vs. the glass transition
time tg. It is observed that these two timescales are strongly
coupled. A linear t to the data (solid line in Fig. 6) yields tN
b ¼
(1.10  0.05)tg. For supercooled liquids, the activation energy
associated with the b-relaxation process was demonstrated to be
proportional to the glass transition temperature Tg, with the
exact relationship being given by Eb ¼ (24  3)RTg, where R is
the universal gas constant.10–12 The fast relaxation process in
Laponite glasses has previously been identied as a b-relaxation
process.25 The coupling between tN
b and tg seen in Fig. 6 is not
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

The fast relaxation timescale tN
b vs. the glass transition time tg
(from left to right - 3.5% w/v, 3.0% w/v, 2.5% w/v and 2.0% w/v). The
solid line (tN
b z(1.10  0.05)tg) is a linear ﬁt passing through origin.
Fig. 6

new in the context of relaxation dynamics in supercooled
liquids. The Johari–Goldstein (JG) b-relaxation seen in supercooled liquids, for example, is seen to be coupled with the arelaxation.9–12 Using ultrasound attentuation spectroscopy, Ali
et al. demonstrated the fragmentation of Laponite tactoids
comprising more than one Laponite platelet, in addition to the
slow absorption of one or two layers of water by these tactoids.39
Both these processes contribute to an increase in the eﬀective
volume fraction and can result in the observed slowdown of the
fast relaxation process. We would like to point out here that
the fragmentation of clusters into smaller entities is vered by
the DLS results reported here (shaded region in Fig 2(a)).
Both the relaxation processes reported here therefore slow
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Fig. 7 (a) Width parameter a1 vs.tw/tN
a for 2.0% w/v (,), 2.5% w/v (B), 3.0% w/v (D) and 3.5% w/v (P) Laponite suspensions. In the inset:
distributions of the a-relaxation timescales plotted for 3.0% w/v Laponite suspension at 2 h, 5 h, 10 h and 20 h (from top to bottom). (b) The nonGaussian parameter a2 vs.tw/tN
a for 2.0% w/v (,), 2.5% w/v (B), 3.0% w/v (D) and 3.5% w/v (P) Laponite suspensions.

down due to an increase in eﬀective volume fraction, thus
explaining the observed coupling between them.
The linear decrease of b with tw (Fig. 4 and S2 in ESI†) as the
Laponite suspensions approach the glass transition is similar to
the observation in fragile supercooled liquids (such as o-terphenyl mixtures54) where b decreases linearly with 1/T while
approaching its glass transition. This shows that the mapping
between the waiting time of a Laponite suspension in the
cage-forming regime and the inverse of the temperature of a
supercooled liquid is valid even though the mechanism by
which the glass transition is approached is totally diﬀerent in
these two cases.
We now analyze the distributions of the a-relaxation timescales for various Laponite concentrations. The distributions of
the a-relaxation timescales for a 3.0% w/v Laponite suspension,
rww(s), at four diﬀerent tw values (2 h, 5 h, 10 h and 20 h) are
estimated using eqn (4) and are plotted in the inset of Fig. 7(a).
In all the samples studied, the distributions broaden signicantly with increasing waiting time tw. We dene a width
parameter a1 as a measure of the broadening of rww(s). The
values of a1 calculated by us (details of the calculation of a1 and
Table T2† of our estimates of a1 values are supplied in ESI†) are
seen to superpose when plotted vs. tw/tN
a for all the Laponite
concentrations in Fig. 7(a).
We next calculate the non-Gaussian parameter a2 (details of
the calculations of a2 and Table T3† of calculated values are
supplied in ESI†) associated with the distribution of the arelaxation timescales rww(s). In Fig. 7(b), a2 when plotted vs.
tw/tN
a is seen to superpose for all four Laponite concentrations.
It is seen that a2 is very small when tw is small. However, a2
increases sharply at higher tw for all four Laponite concentrations. In all the superpositions presented here, it is observed
that the horizontal shi factor tN
a decreases rapidly with
increasing Laponite concentration (Fig. 3(b) and the inset of
Fig. 5(a)). The observed superpositions of a1 and a2, which are
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achieved without any vertical shi for all the Laponite concentrations, are an additional verication of the self-similarity of
the dynamic slowing down process.

4 Conclusions
In this work, we have extracted the primary and secondary
relaxation timescales of aging Laponite suspensions by
modeling the intensity autocorrelation functions obtained
from dynamic light scattering measurements. We have
compared the dynamical slowing down process of these
samples with that observed in fragile supercooled liquids.
While colloidal suspensions of Laponite approach the glass
transition spontaneously with increasing waiting time tw,
supercooled liquids are obtained by quenching the temperature of a liquid towards its glass transition temperature at a
rate that is rapid enough to avoid crystallization. It is proposed
in the literature that the faster b-relaxation process of a
supercooled liquid exhibits an Arrhenius temperature-dependence, while the slower a-relaxation time exhibits a VFT
temperature-dependence.1 In our work, we have demonstrated
remarkably striking similarities in the relaxation processes of
so colloidal suspensions approaching dynamical arrest and
fragile supercooled liquids by performing a simple one-to-one
mapping between the waiting time since ltration of an aging
Laponite suspension and the inverse of the thermodynamic
temperature of a supercooled liquid (tw 4 1/T).
We have identied the secondary and the primary relaxation
processes of aging Laponite suspensions with, respectively, the
b and the a-relaxation processes of fragile supercooled liquids.
We observe here that the secondary relaxation time of aging
Laponite suspensions exhibits exponential dependence on
waiting times and is strongly coupled with the a-relaxation
process. This kind of coupling is seen in the case of the Johari–
Goldstein b-relaxation process reported in supercooled liquids
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by polarization-sensitive measurements. Furthermore, we have
shown that the evolutions of both the primary and secondary
relaxation processes are self-similar with increasing Laponite
concentration. Our estimates for the apparent activation energy
corresponding to the a-relaxation process, the widths of the
distributions of the a-relaxation timescales and the nonGaussian parameters characterizing these distributions also
conrm the self-similar dynamics of Laponite suspensions with
increasing Laponite concentrations.
A simple relation is known to exist between the glass transition temperature Tg and energy scale E (the activation energy
corresponding to the b relaxation process) of supercooled
liquids. In this work, we have calculated the glass transition
time tg,3 and have dened a new timescale corresponding to the
secondary relaxation process, tN
b to characterize the dynamical
slowing down process in Laponite suspensions. We demonstrate the existence of a relationship between these timescales
that is strongly reminiscent of the relationship that was established between the characteristic temperature/energy scales of
supercooled liquids approaching their glass transitions.
A comparison of our data with the results obtained for
suspensions of hard spheres near the glass transition shows
that a suspension of Laponite platelets evolves in the same way
with increasing waiting time (eqn (3)) as a suspension of hard
spheres whose volume fraction is increased towards the
random close packing fraction of fc ¼ 0.638.14 The spontaneous
particle exfoliation process and the inter-platelet interactions in
aging Laponite suspensions evolve spontaneously with waiting
time, resulting in an increase in the eﬀective volume fraction
and a simultaneous decrease in the accessible volume available
to the system. This eventually leads to dynamical arrest. In the
present case, the increase of the volume fraction is driven by a
very complex interplay between the fragmentation/exfoliation
process and the evolution of the sodium ion concentration,
which results in an evolution of the inter-particle interaction.
Unfortunately, the quantication of volume fractions of
colloidal suspensions remains a challenging problem.55 In hard
sphere suspensions, the volume fraction plays the same role as
the inverse of temperature in the glass transition of molecular
glasses and supercooled liquids.13,14 The mapping (tw 4 1/T)
established here demonstrates that aging Laponite suspensions, hard sphere glasses and fragile supercooled liquids
approach their glass transitions in very similar manners,
thereby conrming that aqueous suspensions of Laponite are
model glass formers.
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